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Carbon nitride compounds have been found to exhibit very interesting 

properties, such as high hardness combined with extreme elasticity. The 

nanostructure carbon nitride has various applications such as hydrogen power 

production, micro- and optoelectronics, tribological coatings, etc. An essential 

feature of magnetron charge is specific nature of magnetron plasma, which is 

determined by processes involving electrons, atoms and clusters [1]. 

Research methods applied were scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

transmission electron spectroscopy (ТЕМ), atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

Carbon nitride films were produced by magnetron sputtering of the graphite 

target onto a quartz glass substrate. The discharge power of the magnetron, during 

the sample production, did not exceed 20.0 W. The gas pressure inside the chamber 

was 26.0 Pa. 

Depending upon the substrate temperature  and nitrogen concentration in the 

growth atmosphere we obtained the following types of structures: 

 an amorphous phase(TS ≤100 °C); 

 a graphitelike phase (TS ≥ 250 °C, CN ~8 at. %) [2]; 

 a nanocolumnar structure (TS~ 100 – 240 °C, CN ~4 - 10 at. %); 

 a fullerenelike structure (TS~100 - 350 °C, CN ~12-22 at. %). 

The diagram for the structures observed in sputtered CNx films at different 

substrate temperatures Ts and nitrogen concentrations CN . was built. The cluster 

nature of carbon nitride film formation by magnetron sputtering was established. 

Experimental data and analytical cluster radius estimations are found to be in good 

agreement. 
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